of these issues is mapping of long codewords onto limited size
I. INTRODUCTION chunk-wise adaptive resource allocation. A joint adaptation of code length and modulation format in the coded modulation It is widely recognized that link adaptation is highly benefi-scheme is proposed towards the optimization of the number of cial to fully exploit the capacity of wideband and broadband chunks spanned by a codeword. Section IV. presents the nufrequency selective wireless channels. A great number of bit merical results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn. and power loading (bitloading) algorithms have been proposed during last few years especially for OFDM (Orthogonal Fre-II. PROPOSED CODING METHOD quency Division Multiplexing) systems [1, 2] . Most of these algorithms are based on the well-known waterfilling principle A Semi-BICM [3] . Channel coding then is required to guarantee sufficient Many different coded modulation techniques have been proerror protection and meet the QoS demands envisaged for be-posed during last 30 years. The most remarkable one is mulyond 3G and 4G communications. The easiest way to achieve tilevel coding (MLC) [8, 9] , which is known to achieve the high spectral efficiency, which is also a requirement in these channel capacity, provided that capacity-approaching composystems, is that of applying coded modulation techniques. This nent codes are used. Bit interleaved coded modulation (BICM) implies that adaptive coded modulation is needed.
[10] represents a pragmatic alternative to MLC, which is capaAdaptive transmission, in the form of link adaptation as ble to closely approach its performance, at least for long codes. well as adaptive resource allocation, requires however signal-
The disadvantage ofmulti-level codes is that they require using overhead to acquire a sufficiently accurate channel state in-age of component codes with length exactly equal to the length formation and to schedule resources and transmission formats. of the multi-level codeword. In the context of chunk-based In order to reduce such signaling overhead, in different frame-systems, this prevents one from using good long codes. The works, e.g. the 3GPP LTE Study Item and the IST Project natural solution is to combine the concepts of BICM and mul-WINNER [4], [5] , it is recommended that the minimum re-tilevel coding. Namely, the original signal constellation is parsource unit is comprised of a number of time-frequency bins titioned into 21 subsets, where I is some integer. For example, constituting a rectangular area usually referred to as chunk. Figure 1(b) illustrates the partitioning of the 16-AM constella-
The chunk size should be chosen according to the channel cor-tion into four subsets, denoted by circles, diamonds, triangles relation properties, e.g. in such a way that within one chunk ap-and squares. The subsets are indexed by Gray-encoded labels. proximately flat fading and approximately time invariant chan-Within each subset either Gray or Ungerboeck labeling may be nel can be observed, and a unique coding/modulation format used. can be used.
Encoding is performed as follows. The data stream is parThis approach gives rise to a series of new open issues. One titioned into two substreams, as it is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). Figure 2 , independently of the signal constellation supported by that chunk. The number of chunks m being coded jointly The first substream is encoded with a (n, k) code. The obtained and, hence, the length of the code obtained, is chosen based on codewords are partitioned into l-tuples used to select a constel-a tradeoff between the required level of error protection, and lation subset for each of the n/i symbols. The second sub-the number m of chunks that the coded packet can be allocated stream can be kept uncoded. Its bits are grouped into t-tuples for transmission. identifying a particular point within this subset, for each of the Let us assume that each chunk consists of 2S 21+t -AM symn/i symbols. This approach is denoted here as semi-BICM bols or, equivalently, S 22(l±ti)-QAM symbols, and all symdue to it similarity with the one presented in [7] . Observe, that bols in the chunk carry ti, i = 1..m uncoded bits per dimenthe obtained Euclidean-space code can be still considered as a sion, where m is the total number of chunks being encoded multi-level code with just two levels of coding. The first level jointly. Link adaptation per chunk can be accomplished by is protected with a length-n/i code over GF(2)1, and a triv-varying ti, i = 1, 2, ..m. ial (n/i, n/i) code over GF(2)t is used on the second level.
Furthermore, assume that a (2Sml, ink) binary component Moreover, the proposed method has also some similarity with code is used. Then the total number of information bits carried pragmatic trellis-coded modulation [ 1] .
by such semi-BICM codeword is given by The advantage of semi-BICM with respect to multi-level m-i coding is that it allows one to employ I times longer binary K = mk + 2S E: ti.
(1) codes, with potentially better performance. Furthermore, only i=O one coding scheme is employed, while MLC requires in many cases both low-rate and high-rate codes. If, e.g., LDPC (Low It can be observed that the function F7(m) yielding the required Density Parity Check) component codes are used [12] , it may SNR gap in the case of (2Sml, mk) component code is a debe difficult to fine tune their rate as required. The advantage creasing function of m, the number of chunks being encoded of semi-BICM with respect to BICM is that it decouples the jointly. Indeed, performing joint coding of a number of chunks length of the underlying binary code from the size of the sig-allows one to employ longer error-correcting codes, improving nal constellation being used. Indeed, one can use any 21+t-AM thus the performance. The main difficulty arising in the design of adaptive coded achieve some target codeword error rate is approximately given modulation in an adaptive chunk based OFDM system is that by F (2 2V1 v-1), where F iS a factor which depends on by~2(l±) 1) wereF s afatorwhch epndson the number of chunks actually used and their modulation forthe underlying binary code. This is similar to the well-known masreano vlu,whcaentkonathedig gap approximation [13] .
time. According to the classical waterfilling theorem [3], in a frequency-selective channel data should be transmitted only B. Mapping of Codewords on Chunks over the best sub-carriers. The use of other sub-carriers could Semi-BICM allows one to implement joint coding of chunks require too high transmit power in order to achieve the required with different modulation formats. Indeed, different symbols SNR at the receiver. This effectively limits the number of within a semi-BICM codeword can be taken from different sig-chunks which can be used for data transmission, i.e. the length nal constellations, by simply changing the number of uncoded of the code. These constraints contradict the desire to use long capacity-approaching component codes, e.g. LDPC, in order with total data rate constraint to achieve strong error protection of data bits. It is therefore m-i necessary to find a tradeoff between good long codes, which K = mk + 2LtLf E: tj need a lot of chunks, and short codes requiring only a few best j=o chunks.
In what follows the joint optimization of code length and where k is the dimension of the code to be used for singlemodulation format is addressed, in order to optimize the num-chunk coding. The algorithm returns the number of chunks being coded represents an efficient solution to the problem of mapping jointly, and the proper modulation format for each chunk. codewords on different resource units experiencing different propagation conditions and hence supporting different modu-IV. NUMERIC RESULTS lation formats. It has to be observed that the method can be applied also when each time-frequency resource unit is reused Figure 3 illustrates the performance of semi-BICM with in the spatial or code domain. Its investigationjointly with mulI384m=12 coded bits per dimension in AWGN channel. tiple antenna techniques, e.g. SDMA (space division multiple (384m,192m), m =1, 2,a . .. interleaver-permutation LDPC access), is subject of further study.
codes [15] were used as component codes. For comparison, The coding approach is based on semi-BICM coded moduthe curves corresponding to pragmatic TCM [11] with the lation scheme, which can be considered as a combination of same block length are also presented. As it may be expected, well-known BICM and MLC techniques. This enables one long semi-BICM codes provide better performance than shorter to encode an entire data packet, independently of its length, ones, and considerably outperform pragmatic TCM. However, into a single codeword spanning different chunks, using chunkthe use of only one level of coding leads to a slowdown of the specific modulation formats. Moreover, an optimization algocurves corresponding to long codes at FER = 3 10-3 in the rithm is proposed to jointly adapt the modulation format and case of t > 0 (Figure 3(b) ). This is caused by errors occuring the code-length to optimize the number of spanned chunks.
in the uncoded bits of the signal constellation. If this behaviour The proposed approach outperforms conventional BICM comis not acceptable, e.g. if ARQ is not used, one may need to bined with bit and power loading in the high data rate region, replace uncoded bits (see Figure 1(a) ) with the output of some where high-order modulation formats have to be used on some high rate algebraic encoder. However, this would require some chunks. modifications to the derivations presented in Section III. multilevel code (see Figure 1(a) ). Achieving higher data rates [6] B. Costa, P. Trifonov, and B. Schulz, "Method for maprequires employing higher order modulation formats on some ping data packets onto physical layer resource units in chunks. Since different chunks employ different modulation an adaptive transmission system," in Proceedings of 14th formats, it is not possible to adapt the rate of the binary code Wrls ol eerhFrm a-ig,Jl 05 used in the BICM system to parameters of all chunks simultaneously, causing it to be suboptimal. 
